Heating economics evaluated against emissions: An analysis of low-carbon heating systems with spatiotemporal and dwelling variations
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Abstract

An understanding of heating technologies from the consumers’ perspective is critical to ensure low-carbon technologies are adopted for reducing their current associated emissions. Existing studies from the consumers’ perspective do not compare and optimise the full range and combinations of potential heating systems. There is also little consideration of how spatiotemporal and dwelling variations combined alter the economic and environmental effectiveness of technologies. The novelty of this paper is the creation and use of a new comprehensive framework to capture the range of heating technologies and their viability for any specific dwelling’s traits and climate from customers’ perspective which is missing from current studies. The model optimises combinations of prime heaters, energy sources, ancillary solar technologies and sizes, thermal energy storage sizes and tariffs with hourly heating simulation across a year and compares their operation, capital, and lifetime costs alongside emissions to realise the true preferential heating systems for customers, which could be used by various stakeholders. Using the UK as a case study, the results show electrified heating is generally the optimum lifetime cost solution, mainly from air source heat pumps coupled with photovoltaics. However, direct electrical heating becomes more economically viable as dwelling demands reduce from smaller dwellings or warmer climates, as shorter durations of the ownership are considered, or with capital cost constraints from lower income households. Understanding this is of high importance, as without correctly targeted incentives, a larger uptake of direct electrical heating may occur, which will burden the electrical network and generation to a greater extent than more efficient heat pumps.

1. Introduction to decarbonising domestic heat

Many countries are committing to net zero emissions to help tackle climate change, the majority targeting 2050 [1]. To achieve this goal, the building sector, which currently accounts for 37 % of global CO2 emissions, will have to decarbonise. Direct emissions from this sector totalled 3GtCO2 in 2019, and 80 % of this was from heating [2]. The challenge of decarbonising heating is felt globally, although more so in colder climates where per capita heating demands increase. Such countries use various ratios of different heating technologies, from Norway with over 60 % electrified, to Canada and Sweden with 50 % district heating, but most countries globally are still heavily reliant on fossil fuels for heating [3]. However, the path to decarbonise heating is less clear than for other energy sectors.

Decarbonising heat faces challenges at multiple levels, from higher regional levels to the consumer level. Regionally there is no clear pathway to decarbonise heat demand that is currently reliant on fossil fuels either by highly using electrification or low-carbon gas. Both of these face great challenges due to requirements of a significant upgrade or rebuilding infrastructure, and more importantly the uncertain financial return of such enormous investments [4,5]. Similarly, from the end users’ perspective, which this paper is focused on, consumers face challenges from the lack of knowledge and experience of low-carbon heating technologies and the immaturity of the low-carbon heating market in many countries. In order to convince consumers to switch over from fossil fuels, low-carbon heating needs to be economically competitive with incumbent fossil fuel burning (e.g., gas) boilers [6]. Achieving this cost constraint will particularly influence low-income households, where fuel poverty was already of concern for between 50 and 125 million people across Europe before the energy crisis and there is limited capital available to install the high cost heat pumps [7].

The consumer’s perspective is often overlooked in academic research with more focus being put onto the overall system...
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analysis. Yet the consumer’s perspective is critical in decarbonisation of heat, as they will be the ones that are selecting the products. Even if at a national and network level one low-carbon heating technology may be preferential, if it is not the most cost-effective solution for the consumer this will not be implemented by the majority.

Low-carbon heating solutions generally have higher capital expenditure (CapEx) than fossil fuel boilers, alongside higher fuel costs than fossil fuels. For example in the US, electricity is in the region of five times more expensive than natural gas [8,9]; and low-carbon gas like hydrogen produced in steam reforming or electrolysis is also more expensive than gas, before taking into account the infrastructure construction cost [4]. Thus, simply replacing fossil fuel boilers with alternative low-carbon heating solutions will lead to significant heating cost increases and poses a huge challenge for domestic heating decarbonisation [10].

Current research does not give the full picture of the potential of different heating systems considering and optimising the range of parameters alongside ancillary technologies for homeowners, it also does not show how they are affected by variations in the dwellings geographical, temporal and efficiency differences. Leading to lack of clarity about how different heating systems compare depending on a dwelling’s heating requirements. To mitigate the challenge, this paper develops a novel comprehensive framework to assess heating costs against associated carbon emissions among hundreds of combinations of state-of-the-art heating technologies – including the time-of-use electricity tariffs, Thermal Energy Storage (TES), various solar technologies, hydrogen productions and biomass boilers. The consumer-focused methodology finds a CapEx-OpEx (operational expenditure) balanced cost-effective heating solution tailored to individual customer’s energy demand across climate zones and seasons. The versatility of the framework enables many parameters and technologies to be studied in a manner not done before, revealing which direction consumer may go once gas boilers are banned.

1.1. Low-carbon heating technologies

The range of heating technologies is introduced in this section before they are later be compared. A key competing technology to the gas boiler, which will be used as the baseline, is the electrification of heating, which can reduce emissions relative to natural
gas depending on the emissions of the electricity production and the efficiency of the heating technology. Direct Electrical Heating (DEH) is the simplest form, which uses resistance heating and is commonly already used in smaller dwellings in the Europe [11]. DEH can offer comparable emissions to gas with many current national grids but will reduce as grid emissions come down. The main challenge for DEH is the higher OpEx due to only being marginally more efficient than gas but with much higher fuel prices [12].

More sophisticated, and investment heavy, electrified heating options are heat pumps, common options being Air Source Heat Pumps (ASHP) and potentially Ground Source Heat Pumps (GSHP) where more external space is available. Both convert low grade heat from an ambient source and upgrade it to useful heat using electricity. Heat pumps operate at higher efficiencies than DEH, with the efficiencies measured by the Coefficient of Performance (COP). COP is improved as the temperature difference between the heat source and heat sink is reduced, meaning that ASHP suffer from lowest COP at times when heating demand is highest, at cold ambient conditions. GSHP on the other hand is less susceptible to this as the ground temperature can remain more consistent across the year, especially with the use of deeper vertical heat exchangers.

In combination with the prime heaters of DEH or heat pumps, solar technologies can be used to help reduce costs and emissions. Investing in solar photovoltaic (PV) panels can create a source of low-carbon electricity with no OpEx that can be used by electrified heating to reduce costs and emissions. Solar thermal collectors on the other hand directly generate thermal energy, but in cooler climates will still need to be coupled with other forms of heating due to their inability to provide sufficient heating all year around for the majority of dwellings [13]. Photovoltaic/thermal (PVT) collectors take these principles a step further and offer the ability to combine PV panels with solar collectors to maximise efficiencies, although at a further increased cost [14].

Hydrogen for heating has recently been considered more seriously as a competitor to heat pumps for low-carbon heating [2,15,16]. Hydrogen could be used in boilers, in a similar method to natural gas boilers, or with fuel cells generating thermal and electrical energy. Although the current main method of manufacturing hydrogen is Grey Hydrogen, which converts hydrocarbon to natural gas boilers, or with fuel cells generating thermal and electrical energy, there is no current combined optimisation of the different fuel sources is used for electrified heating options to determine if the optimum lifetime solution is when coupled with PV, solar thermal collectors, or PVT or to rely solely on electricity from the grid. Hydrogen heating technologies also consider use with the range of production methods as this alters the economic and environmental case for the hydrogen boilers and fuel cells. Collated together with a range of electricity tariffs, TES sizes and solar technology sizes the framework results in hundreds of combinations for heating systems, which are optimised to determine the lowest lifetime cost solution. The effect of a dwelling and spatiotemporal variations on technologies’ economic and environmental performance is reviewed in case studies across the UK for average, high and low demand dwellings. The versatile framework created is applicable to other regions internationally.

1.2. Low-carbon heating literature review

In many estimated future national and international scenarios for decarbonising heating a mixture of technologies are expected to be deployed depending on the dwelling’s suitability for different heating technologies, often from spatiotemporal differences [2,16,20]. When considering low-carbon heating technologies they offer little benefits over gas boilers other than emission reduction potential, but each have their own advantages and disadvantages against each other, resulting in no clear next best option after natural gas. Consumer surveys highlight the aspects of low-carbon heating that are preventing adoption of these technologies. Although there are many consumer concerns from the questionnaires such as space, noise, aesthetics, and confidence in the heaters to keep the dwelling warm, the high CapEx and OpEx are consistently the largest reason for not adopting low-carbon heating [22,23]. However, consumers are very much aware of their lack of knowledge around low-carbon heating systems [21]. From the literature reviewed, there are many comparisons for low-carbon heating technologies for domestic applications, many of which compare at a high level and do not give a comparison for the consumer on overall costs for different technologies and so do not indicate which technologies will actually likely be taken up [4,5,24–28]. Table 1 shows the studies that have been reviewed for this paper which analyse low-carbon heating technologies at the consumer level for low temperature heating, most of which are for domestic dwellings other than Wang et al. that use the case study of a sports centre and Jenkins et al. that analyse an office [14,29]. Current studies fall short on being able to offer an economic and environmental analysis for the full range of low-carbon heating technology combinations and lack the ability to show how this is affected by dwelling and spatiotemporal factors. There is no current combined optimisation of the different combinations of prime heaters, ancillary solar technologies, TES sizes and tariffs together, without this full consideration of all parameters the true preferential low-carbon heating systems is not known.

Of all the studies reviewed, the only one which offers a framework that is aimed to be easily tailored to different dwelling and occupant requirements is by Renaldi et al., using occupancy profile and current annual heat demand as key personalised inputs, although it only compares ASHP to gas boilers, with a limited range of TES sizes and only with traditional tariffs [36]. Other papers do consider a range of dwelling efficiency case studies, the broadest being from Vatougiou et al. who consider seven different dwelling efficiencies across two types of owners but only for ASHP against oil boilers and for a single location [33]. This is not easily adopted to other dwellings due to the complexity of data required which is likely beyond what most residents can quickly obtain.
Many studies are seen to focus on ASHP and neglect GSHP, even though this is found to be one of the lowest OpEx heating technologies, from the high level analysis by Barnes and Bhagavathy [6] and from the detail analysis focused on GSHP by Jenkins et al. [41]. There are many studies which consider a single solar technology working alongside ASHP and demonstrate their potential as combined systems, such as by Pena-Belo et al who couple PV with ASHP [31]. Yet there are no studies that combine either GSHP with solar technologies or show the trade-offs of different solar technologies when integrated with heat pumps, despite Wang et al. demonstrating different solar technologies have distinct economic and environmental strengths depending on the demands of the application [14].

With many studies considering case studies at a single location, a key aspect these do not take into consideration is the effect of geographical climatic variations on the demand profile and feasibility of each technology. Ma et al. consider this when analysing solar thermal feasibility across the UK, as do Treichel and Cruickshank when they compare ASHP with solar thermal across North America, both finding variation in effectiveness of technologies across regions, justifying the importance of spatiotemporal considerations [13,32].

Reviewing the 15 studies in Table 1 that considered electrification of heating, only six identified the use of electricity tariffs other than the flat rate tariff and most of these include only traditional economy 7 or 10 tariffs. Yet when multiple tariffs are considered the flat tariff is normally—one of the most expensive, as found by Eguiarte et al. in their analysis aimed at ASHP cost optimisation with different tariffs [34]. In addition to the use of multiple electricity tariffs the use of TES is critical to maximise off-peak electricity for the consumer. Although studies find that larger capacity TES reduces OpEx, Harb et al. find that the largest size TES may not be the optimum solution for the consumer when including TES CapEx [35].

With the range of potential heating and thermal storage technology options and sizes that can be integrated together alongside different tariff structures, the full insight of low-carbon heating systems is yet to be realised in the literature. This prevents consumers, policy makers, and network managers from understanding which technologies are most cost effective and therefore most likely to be taken up. There is also a lack of studies demonstrating how spatiotemporal and dwelling changes together alter the position of the optimum heating systems.

1.3. Objectives of this study

From the literature reviewed there are no frameworks existing which offer a comprehensive model to analyses low-carbon heating systems for consumers across the range and combinations of technologies including electrical heating, hydrogen heating, solar technologies, biomass, and the use of thermal storage, for comparing with fossil fuel solutions. There is also little consideration of how spatiotemporal and dwelling variations affect the optimum heating technology selection. To address these, objectives of this study are:

![Fig. 1. Fuel sources, heating technologies, and demands considered in the comprehensive framework. Air Source Heat Pumps (ASHP), Ground Source Heat Pump (GSHP), Photovoltaic (PV).](image-url)
- Assess the full range of prime heater technologies costs and carbon emission when combined and optimised with: different fuel sources; ancillary solar technologies and their optimal sizing; TES sizing; and a modern array of tariffs.
- Determine how spatiotemporal alongside dwelling variations alter the effectiveness of different low-carbon heating systems, to create a full landscape of low-carbon heating technologies.

The developed comprehensive and versatile framework can be used by end consumers, local network operators and policy makers to determine optimum technologies and how other technologies may need to be incentivised or improved to make them competitive. The compound effect of dwelling and spatiotemporal changes on the selection of the cost optimum low-carbon heating system can then be examined to develop consumer-tailored solutions.

### 2. Analysis methodology

A mathematical model was created to compare the range of heating technologies for a dwelling taking into consideration spatiotemporal variations, with hourly simulations completed for each time interval over a year. Analysis is completed from the end-users’ perspective so does not consider infrastructure upgrade costs of electrical or gas networks. The study is completed without financial incentives to give a comparison of the technologies and allow quantification of incentives that would be required to make them competitive. The framework is based on the logic flow diagram as shown in Fig. 2.

The user inputs are: number of occupants in the dwelling \( N \); dwelling’s location (e.g., postcode); dwelling U-value \( U_d \); dwelling floor area \( A_d \); desired thermostat set point \( T_d \). In the case where dwelling U value is not known, this can be calculated in the framework from current heating demands, or from energy performance certificates which are common place for dwellings in many countries \([7, 45]\).

#### 2.1. Spatiotemporal heating demand methodology

Space heating demand is calculated using formula, data and assumptions in the Standard Assessment Procedure (SAP) and Building Research Establishment Domestic Energy Model and equations are shown in Table 2 \([46, 47]\). It is assumed that half of the windows point due north and half due south, and all windows are vertical. The total window area is taken as 15% of the dwelling floor area \([48]\), and an average SAP overshadowing of 0.77, a frame factor of 0.7 and a transmission factor of 0.76 are used \([47]\). The dwelling heat capacity \( C_d \), is based on using a typical dwelling specific heat capacity of 250 kJ/m²K \([46]\).

The ambient and solar irradiance data uses the closest 0.5° longitude and latitude reanalysis weather dataset from renewable ninja from the year 2019 \([50]\). For ASHP and GSPHP the dwelling is kept at the desired indoor temperature all of the time, as per manufacturer’s and installer’s recommendations \([25]\); for all other heating technologies it is kept at the desired temperature from 07:00–22:00 and a maximum of 2°C cooler outside of those times.

DHW demand is based on Building Research Establishment Domestic Energy Model calculations with the assumptions that, there is both a bath and a shower in the dwelling and that the shower uses a mixer tap \([47]\). An hourly run off profile across the day, from Energy Saving Trust \([51]\), is used to create an hourly DHW ratio of the daily DHW volume. A monthly DHW factor is also applied from Building Research Establishment Domestic Energy Model \([47]\). Monthly values are used for the temperature of the cold-water entering the DHW system depending on the location of the dwelling \([51]\). A temperature of 51°C is used for the hot
water temperature, to remain above the temperature of legionnaire growth but remain low to aid higher efficiency of heating technologies, the same temperature is used for space heating to allow use of conventional radiators [52]. Using this combination of information and the equations in Table 3, the DHW demand is calculated based on the specific heat formula.

The annual tailored heating demand is calculated for both the continuous heat pump temperature profile and the on/off profile for other technologies.

2.2. Heating technologies and thermal energy storage methodologies

Heat pumps are sized based on the heating demands calculated. COP is determined for ASHP dependent on the outside temperature, a worst-case COP is calculated based on the coldest ambient temperature in the weather dataset for the location to size ASHP. The highest hour heating demand, with the constant desired temperature, a worst-case COP is calculated based on the coldest ambient temperature, is divided by the worst-case COP to determine the heat pump electrical power. Thermal power is limited to a minimum

---

Table 2
Space heating demand model formulas.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Formula</th>
<th>Equation Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[47]</td>
<td>( f'<em>{\text{pitch}} = \cos(\pi/180 \times (\varphi - \delta</em>{\text{h}})) )</td>
<td>(1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( f_{\text{pitch}} = \sin(\pi/180 \times 90/2) )</td>
<td>(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( A_0 = 26.3 \times f_{\text{pitch}}^3 - 38.5 \times f_{\text{pitch}}^2 + 14.8 \times f_{\text{pitch}} )</td>
<td>(3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( B_0 = -16.5 \times f_{\text{pitch}}^3 + 27.3 \times f_{\text{pitch}}^2 - 11.9 \times f_{\text{pitch}} )</td>
<td>(4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( C_0 = -1.06 \times f_{\text{pitch}}^3 - 0.0872 \times f_{\text{pitch}}^2 - 0.191 \times f_{\text{pitch}} + 1 )</td>
<td>(5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( A_1 = -0.66 \times f_{\text{pitch}}^3 - 0.106 \times f_{\text{pitch}}^2 + 2.93 \times f_{\text{pitch}} )</td>
<td>(6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( B_1 = -3.63 \times f_{\text{pitch}}^3 - 0.374 \times f_{\text{pitch}}^2 - 7.4 \times f_{\text{pitch}} )</td>
<td>(7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( C_1 = -2.71 \times f_{\text{pitch}}^3 - 0.991 \times f_{\text{pitch}}^2 + 4.59 \times f_{\text{pitch}} + 1 )</td>
<td>(8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( R_{k-p-s} = A_0 \times f'<em>{\text{pitch}} + B_0 \times f'</em>{\text{pitch}} + C_0 )</td>
<td>(9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( R_{k-p-s} = A_1 \times f'<em>{\text{pitch}} + B_1 \times f'</em>{\text{pitch}} + C_1 )</td>
<td>(10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( f'<em>{\text{pitch}} = f</em>{\text{pitch}} \times R_{k-p-s} )</td>
<td>(11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( f_{\text{pitch}} = f_{\text{pitch}} \times R_{k-p-s} )</td>
<td>(12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( G_{\text{c},n} = (A_0 \times (A_0 \times 0.15)/2 \times 0.77 \times 0.7 \times 0.76 \times 0.9)/1000 )</td>
<td>(13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( G_{\text{d},n} = (A_1 \times (A_0 \times 0.15)/2 \times 0.77 \times 0.7 \times 0.76 \times 0.9)/1000 )</td>
<td>(14)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

Fig. 2. Logic flow diagram for the Thermal Energy Storage (TES) integrated domestic heating mathematical model. Yellow boxes are inputs, green are datasets and white are model calculations with references to equations used shown in brackets. Domestic Hot Water (DHW). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
value of 4kWh as this is a common minimum power for domestic heat pumps, and electrical power is limited to a maximum of 7kWe to suit a typical maximum electrical power for a household [54,55]. The upper limit is found to be sufficient for most homes when operating at continuous temperature, if larger heaters are required a more industrial scale heat pump may have to be considered. Sizing in this method means the backup electrical heaters often used with heat pumps do not need to be used (with this weather data-set) and therefore reduces OpEx. It also allows smaller heat pumps to be sized compared to the mean 10.0kWth ASHP and 13.7kWth for GSHP installed in the UK, by using the constant temperature profiles, reducing CapEx [56,57]. DEH is sized in the same manner with the same constraints but using an efficiency of 100% and the on/off thermostat demands. DEH is taken as an immersion heater for providing space heating and DHW demands.

Alongside heat pumps or DEH there is the option to have solar technologies. These solar technologies are also optimised in their size for each combination of technologies. Their maximum size is a quarter of the dwelling floor area, which would be able to fit on half the roof of a two story dwelling using the typical 35° roof pitch, it is assumed to be a south facing pitch, a minimum size of 2 m² to aid computational time. Instead, the annual heating demand is determined and minimised along with their associated costs using; simulations are completed for each combination of heating technologies, solar system sizes, TES sizes, and multiple electricity tariffs, with the tailored heating demand. Electrical demands are considered at the same time the total size equals the maximum available size and each technology is limited to a minimum of 2 m²:

1. No solar technologies.
2. PV panels alone.
3. Flat plate solar thermal collectors alone.
4. Evacuated tube solar thermal collectors alone.
5. Flat plate solar thermal collectors alongside PV panels.
6. Evacuated tube solar thermal collectors alongside PV panels.
7. PVT collectors alone.

TES sizes are simulated from a minimum size of 0.1 m³, up to the user set maximum size, in increments of 0.1 m³, for each of the combinations of electrified and solar heating technologies. Simulations are completed for each combination of heating technologies, solar system sizes, TES sizes, and multiple electricity tariffs, with the tailored heating demand. Electrical demands are determined and minimised along with their associated costs using; TES to shift demand to off-peak times, maximising the use of solar generated energy and using typical higher ambient temperature times of the day for ASHP to charge the TES (where applicable with the tariff).

The TES volumes are taken as being hot water cylinders with a height equal to double the radius and use a TES U value of 1.3 W/ m²K which is a calculated from hot water tank data [36,59]. TES energy storage capacity is calculated based on a minimum useful temperature of 40 °C. Initially simulations start with charge at the TES at nominal full capacity using 51 °C, although it is allowed to be raised above 51 °C to a maximum temperature of 95 °C for solar thermal collectors before they waste excess energy generated. An ideal stratified model is used for the TES. The temperatures above and below the thermocline are fixed values of the current cold-water temperature, 51 °C or 95 °C depending on the energy stored in the TES. All the heat lost out of the TES enters the building increasing the average dwelling temperature.

Electricity generated from solar is calculated. For PV a fixed electrical efficiency of 19.28% is used, as efficiency changes are relatively small for cooler climates, which require more heating demands [59]. Solar incident irradiance for the solar technologies on the roof is calculated with the same formula as south facing windows, except using a 35° roof pitch instead of 90° for the vertical windows.

Without solar radiation or in cold ambient conditions this can lead to the solar collectors losing thermal energy, the energy is therefore limited to a minimum value of zero as the collector pump should be turned off in this scenario. The energy generated from the collectors is added into the TES up to the maximum TES capacity, with any overflow energy being lost.

For each time interval there are multiple different scenarios that could occur. Heating demand first comes from TES as much as possible, if it has insufficient energy it is assisted by the DEH or heat pump. Heating is prioritised towards DHW, so if there is insufficient heating capacity the space heating is reduced, and the desired indoor temperature is not met.

After meeting the heating demands, if there is spare heating capacity from the DEH or heat pump and it is at a time of off-peak electricity, or there is surplus PV-generates electricity, the TES will be charged up as close to full capacity as possible. However, even if it is not at an off-peak time or if there no surplus PV energy, TES capacity is kept above 10L of hot water as much as possible with the heating capacity of the DEH or heat pump.

With any PV generated electricity that is remaining after heating demands and TES charging has been completed, it is assumed half of it is used in the dwelling for other purposes, thus reducing the electricity bill by the energy and tariff rate at the time. The other half is taken as sold to the grid at the feed in tariff rate. Both options are taken as a reduction to the OpEx of heating, allowing very low to negative heating OpEx from simulations with PV or PVT.

For the other heating technologies, as their fuel costs are not dependant on the time of use, and efficiency differences with changing ambient conditions are negligible in comparison to heat pumps and solar thermal technologies, the analysis is simplified to aid computational time. Instead, the annual heating demand from the temperature profile which reduces 2 °C at night is used, then this can be multiplied by the technology efficiency and fuel costs. Natural gas, hydrogen and biomass boilers all use an efficiency of 90%.

Hydrogen fuel cell efficiency is based on a proton exchange membrane fuel cell which is typically used in domestic applications, with a thermal efficiency at 39% and an electrical efficiency at 55% [61]. As with surplus PV generation, fuel cell generated electricity uses the assumption that half reduces the electricity at the import tariff rate, and the other half is exported at the feed in tariff rate. Due to lower power output, fuel cell operation is continuous, as per heat pumps, and therefore uses the demand from the continuous temperature profile. Tables 4-6.
2.3. Economic and environmental parameters

Technology systems are compared with multiple parameters: OpEx; CapEx; equivalent annual emissions in gCO2e/kWh, and lifetime costs. CapEx costs of heating technologies and TES is dependent on the sizing, be it power capacity or geometric sizing, Table 7 shows the values or formula used in the framework.

In this study-four different electricity tariffs are compared for the heat pumps and DEH, each with different times of peak and off-peak cost and times as shown in Table 8. The electricity tariffs are based on a UK west midlands location using 2020 pre-energy crisis data.

All other technologies have constant fuel costs which are shown alongside the emissions for each fuel source in Table 9. Hydrogen costs are the most challenging to estimate as it is not currently available for domestic heating, costs are taken from Speirs et al.’s range of costs, which is also comparable with analysis from Baldino et al. and aligns against the cost of its prime energy fuel cost (i.e. natural gas and electricity costs used in the model) [18,39].

2.4. Comparison metrics

The lifetime cost of the heating system is used as the comparison metric, to allow the consideration of the contribution of CapEx

---

**Table 4** Heat pump model formulas.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Formula</th>
<th>Equation Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[56]</td>
<td>COP_{\text{ASHP}} = 6.81 - 0.121 \times (T_{\text{in}} - T_{\text{out}}) + 0.00063 \times (T_{\text{in}} - T_{\text{out}})^2</td>
<td>(26)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[56]</td>
<td>COP_{\text{CSP}} = 8.77 - 0.150 \times (T_{\text{in}} - T_{\text{p}}) + 0.000734 \times (T_{\text{in}} - T_{\text{p}})^2</td>
<td>(27)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[58]</td>
<td>T_{sp} = 15 - (</td>
<td>p - 50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 5** Thermal energy storage model formulas.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Formula</th>
<th>Equation Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[60]</td>
<td>Q_{\text{in,up}} = \left( T_{\text{in,up}} - T_{\text{m}} \right) \times u_{\text{in}} \times \left( \pi \times 2r \times \left( h_{\text{in}}' \times h_{\text{in}} \right) + \pi \times r_{\text{in}}^2 \right) / 1000</td>
<td>(30)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[53]</td>
<td>Q_{\text{es,low}} = \left( T_{\text{es,low}} - T_{\text{m}} \right) \times u_{\text{in}} \times \left( \pi \times 2r \times \left( 1 - h_{\text{in}}' \times h_{\text{in}} \right) + \pi \times r_{\text{in}}^2 \right) / 1000</td>
<td>(31)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 6** Solar technology model formulas.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Formula</th>
<th>Equation Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[19,46]</td>
<td>Q_{\text{sp}} = A_{\text{sp}} \times U_{\text{tes}} \times U_{\text{roof}} \times 0.8</td>
<td>(35)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[19,46]</td>
<td>Q_{\text{st,up}} = A_{\text{st}} \times \left( 0.78 \times U_{\text{roof}} - 0.0035 \left( T_{\text{sp}} - T_{\text{u}} \right) - 0.000038 \left( T_{\text{sp}} - T_{\text{u}} \right)^2 \right) \times 0.8</td>
<td>(36)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[19,46]</td>
<td>Q_{\text{st,low}} = A_{\text{st}} \times \left( 0.625 \times U_{\text{roof}} - 0.0009 \left( T_{\text{st}} - T_{\text{u}} \right) - 0.00002 \left( T_{\text{st}} - T_{\text{u}} \right)^2 \right) \times 0.8</td>
<td>(37)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[14,46]</td>
<td>Q_{\text{st,up}} = A_{\text{st}} \times \left( 0.726 \times U_{\text{roof}} - 0.003325 \left( T_{\text{st}} - T_{\text{u}} \right) - 0.0000176 \left( T_{\text{st}} - T_{\text{u}} \right)^2 \right) \times 0.8</td>
<td>(38)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 7** Technologies capital expenditure formulas.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Formula</th>
<th>Equation Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[62]</td>
<td>TESCcapex = 2068.3 \times V_{\text{in}}^{0.555}</td>
<td>(39)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[59]</td>
<td>DEHCapex = 100</td>
<td>(40)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[56]</td>
<td>ASHPcapex = \left( 200 + 4750/P_{\text{pp,th}}^{1.25} \right) \times P_{\text{pp,th}} + 1500</td>
<td>(41)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[56]</td>
<td>GSHPCapex = \left( 200 + 4750/P_{\text{pp,th}}^{1.25} \right) \times P_{\text{pp,th}} + 800 \times P_{\text{pp,th}}</td>
<td>(42)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[38,59]</td>
<td>SolarPVcapex = A_{\text{p,v}} \times 50 + 3400</td>
<td>(43)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[38,59]</td>
<td>FlatPlateCapex = A_{\text{f,pt}} \times 244 + 2090</td>
<td>(44)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[38,59]</td>
<td>EvacuatedTubeCapex = A_{\text{e,t}} \times 299 + 2090</td>
<td>(45)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[38]</td>
<td>PVCapex = A_{\text{pv}} \times 319 + 3370</td>
<td>(46)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[18,59]</td>
<td>GasBoilerCapex = \left{ \begin{array}{l} 15000 + Q_{\text{bo,pp,25}} / 25 \text{ if } Q_{\text{bo,pp,25}} \leq 25000 \ 25000 \text{ if } Q_{\text{bo,pp,25}} &gt; 25000 \end{array} \right.</td>
<td>(47)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[18]</td>
<td>HydrogenBoilerCapex = \left{ \begin{array}{l} 2000 + Q_{\text{bo,pp,25}} / 25 \text{ if } Q_{\text{bo,pp,25}} \leq 25000 \ 3000 \text{ if } Q_{\text{bo,pp,25}} &gt; 25000 \end{array} \right.</td>
<td>(48)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[59,63]</td>
<td>BiomassBoilerCapex = \left{ \begin{array}{l} 9000 + Q_{\text{bo,pp,40}} / 4 \text{ if } Q_{\text{bo,pp,40}} \leq 40000 \ 19000 \text{ if } Q_{\text{bo,pp,40}} &gt; 40000 \end{array} \right.</td>
<td>(49)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[61]</td>
<td>HydrogenFuelCellCapex = 12000</td>
<td>(50)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
occupants, 0.5 m$^3$ maximum TES size, and the average European is completed for different UK dwellings. All cases use inputs of two technologies and TES against their environmental impacts, analysis of heating technologies. Net Present Cost (NPC) methodology is used calculated over 20 years, which is considered as the lifetime of all technologies, other than fuel cells which have a life of 10 years, requiring twice the CapEx frequency compared to other technologies [61]. A time period, $t$, of a year and a discount rate, $r_d$, of 0.035 are used for the calculation. Every combination of technologies, sizes, and tariffs is iterated through in the simulations, where the minimum NPC for each prime heater is recorded and if any new system combination results in a lower NPC for that prime heater it replaces the current minimum. This ensures the lowest possible NPC option for each prime heater is captured.

\[
NPC = \sum_{r=0}^{n} \frac{OpEx}{(1 + r_d)^t} + CapEx
\]  

(51)

2.5. Inputs to determine economic against environmental aspects of heating technologies

To assess the economic performance of the different heating technologies and TES against their environmental impacts, analysis is completed for different UK dwellings. All cases use inputs of two occupants, 0.5 m$^3$ maximum TES size, and the average European thermostat set point of 20 °C [21].

The initial study uses average UK dwelling thermal efficiency with a U-value of 1.85 W/m$^2$K and floor area of 87 m$^2$ in a central England location of Coventry, CV4 7AL [13,66–68]. Using these average dwelling inputs, the framework simulates an annual gas boiler heating demand of 12920kWh. This validates the framework as the heating demand falls in 50th percentile gas heating demand range of 12000–14000kWh, from UK smart gas meter data as shown in Fig. 3. A very low demand dwelling is then calculated using the same average thermal efficiency and a reduced house size to meet the lower 10th percentile heating demand at 5100kWh.

The emission calculations for both the average and very low demand dwellings are based on the current UK grid emissions at 212gCO$_2$/kWh [12]. Simulations are also complete for the average dwelling using 2035 targeted grid emissions of 37.3gCO$_2$/kWh, which are calculated by scaling down current emissions using the carbon budget emissions reduction target [69].

2.6. Inputs for spatiotemporal variation evaluation

To see how the spatiotemporal variations change the optimum low-carbon heating technology, simulations are completed for every 0.5x0.5° longitude and latitude across the UK. Five dwelling properties are used in the spatiotemporal simulations: very small; small; average; large; and very large dwellings. All remain at the average thermal efficiency and have the house size adjusted to meet the 10th, 25th, 75th and 90th percentile dwelling heating demands aligned from Fig. 3 data at the Coventry location.

3. Results and discussion of technology simulations

3.1. Comparison of low-carbon heating systems

Simulations complete in the developed framework compare heating technology combinations, sizes, and tariffs for the average UK dwelling in central England location of Coventry and optimise parameters based on the lowest NPC solutions. The systems with their optimum tariffs, TES sizes, and solar technology sizes are shown with their OpEx and CapEx in Fig. 4 when analysed from the consumers’ perspective. Optimised TES and solar technology sizes are labelled in the legend.

For the electrified heating technologies, the optimum, lowest annual cost, tariff is consistently using the variable time of use tariff, as this was very competitive on average cost across the day (pre-energy crisis). The continuous operation of heat pumps complements the use of time of use, night and EV off-peak tariffs as typical space heating demands increase when ambient are coldest, at night-time, which is also when electricity is typically lowest cost. The tariffs with the lowest cost rate across the day become more favourable as the dwelling demand reduces with larger TES sizes, conversely in high demand dwellings and smaller TES sizes.

### Table 8
Electricity tariffs used in the framework.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tariff</th>
<th>Peak Cost p/kWh</th>
<th>Peak Times Hour</th>
<th>Off-Peak Cost p/kWh</th>
<th>Off-Peak Times Hour</th>
<th>PV feed in tariff p/kWh</th>
<th>Standing charge p/day</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Flat Rate</td>
<td>13.35</td>
<td>0–23</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>20.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traditional night off-peak</td>
<td>15.33</td>
<td>7–22</td>
<td>8.91</td>
<td>23–06</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>20.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EV off-peak</td>
<td>13.45</td>
<td>5–23</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>0–4</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>25.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variable Time of Use</td>
<td>Variable, day ahead tariff</td>
<td>Average cost 9.3p/kWh, min –10.4p/kWh, max 35p/kWh, Off-peak considered as anything less than 9.0p/kWh.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 9
Fuel costs used in the framework.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fuel Cost</th>
<th>Emissions gCO$_2$/kWh</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Grid Electricity [12]</td>
<td>Table 8 212</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natural gas [12,64]</td>
<td>2.1 (with a day rate of 17.85p/day)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biomass [63,12]</td>
<td>4.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grey Hydrogen [18,39,17]</td>
<td>4.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blue Hydrogen [18,39,17]</td>
<td>9.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electrolysed Hydrogen [18,39,17]</td>
<td>15.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 3. UK dwelling annual heating demands from gas meter data [70].
the lowest average cost of electricity across the day becomes more beneficial.

Although TES capacity was allowed to be selected up to 0.5 m$^3$, this maximum available size was only selected as the optimum for DEH, where it is preferred over the 20-years for all secondary technology options. For all heat pump configurations, the minimum TES size is selected of 0.1 m$^3$. Due to the OpEx with heat pumps being relatively low, decreasing it further with larger TES capacities makes a small absolute decrease in OpEx, which is not sufficient to overcome the additional CapEx required for larger TES capacities over their lifetime. Although slightly higher TES capacities are selected when using flatter TES CapEx as used by Renaldi et al., showing the economic viability for TES with heat pumps is very sensitive to the TES CapEx [36]. The opposite case is found with DEH from its nominal higher OpEx, where larger capacity TES are selected as the increase in CapEx is small relative to OpEx over 20-years. As this study is only from the consumers’ perspective it does not take into consideration whole energy system benefits, which for TES could be to aid reduction of peak electricity demand. If this is to be encouraged further TES incentives, or a larger hourly variation in electricity prices, may be needed to promote the use of TES for the larger energy system management benefits.

When optimising the size of the solar technologies in the Coventry England location, consistent trends are found. PV is always sized to the maximum, with any electrified heating, due to the value of using and exporting the generated electricity over the technology’s lifetime outweighing the investment cost. When alongside heat pumps, the minimum solar thermal/PVT sizing is selected as heat pump OpEx is already relatively low and further reductions from solar thermal are therefore only small, making solar thermal not financially viable from NPC point of view alongside heat pumps. However, when alongside DEH slightly larger solar thermal/PVT sizing is selected, due to the nominal higher OpEx of DEH making solar thermal technologies more effective at reducing overall costs.

Heat pump combinations can achieve comparable OpEx to the current natural gas boiler, but at noticeably higher CapEx values which limits the amount of the population that will be able to invest in this technology. DEH on the other hand is similar CapEx to gas boilers so can be considered more affordable investment, but at a large increase in OpEx. The distance on the x-axis from the gas boilers quantifies a value for incentives that may be required to promote each technology over the incumbent boiler. For technologies that are higher up the y-axis than the gas boiler this difference needs to be discounted and summed over the lifetime to quantify a mechanism to make these technologies competitive with gas. Generally, with higher investments of GSHP over DEH, or solar technologies a reduction in OpEx is found, although there are slight variations in the cost effectiveness of different solar options depending on the prime heating technology.

Heat pump boilers’ CapEx is slightly higher than natural gas boilers but using the hypothetical hydrogen gas grid costs the increase in OpEx is found to be significant for Blue Hydrogen and over a factor of four times larger for Electrolysed Hydrogen, with only Grey Hydrogen being comparable to gas. Hydrogen fuel cell CapEx is a magnitude higher than hydrogen boiler CapEx and OpEx difference from hydrogen boilers to fuel cells greatly depends on the cost of hydrogen compared to the electricity cost. Where high-cost hydrogen, from Electrolysed Hydrogen makes a fuel cell less viable compared to a hydrogen boiler. The certainty of the hydrogen costs remains low and is dependent on the fuel price estimates from the literature, however the trends in differences between hydrogen costs and its fuel source (fossil fuels or electricity) are likely to remain without policy intervention or high amounts of excess renewable energy generation.

To clarify the optimum heating technology when there are trade-offs between CapEx and OpEx, NPC is used to determine the lowest 20-year lifetime cost technology system for the consumer. NPC is shown in Fig. 5 a-axis and the y-axis shows the equivalent emissions for the heating technologies where there is a significant range in heating emissions due to the production methods of electricity and hydrogen, technology efficiencies and the embodied emissions. Evacuated tube solar thermal collectors are not shown in the image due to their NPC and emissions proximity to flat plate solar thermal collectors in this image, Grey
Hydrogen and Electrolysed Hydrogen fuel cells are also not shown in (c) to aid image clarity.

Comparing across the electrified heating technologies for the average dwelling (a), with the increased CapEx and improved efficiencies, tends to result in lower NPC, with heat pumps being slightly lower lifetime cost than DEH, but the highest investment of GSHP is not worthwhile for the average demand dwelling as ASHP is slightly lower cost. PV is the only solar technology that reduces lifetime cost from electrified heating. Emissions across electrified heating follows similar trends to OpEx, that higher efficiency technologies use less prime energy and therefore reduce emissions further. In the same manner to how solar technologies affected the electrified heating OpEx, the emissions reduction from PV is higher with more efficient heat pumps, with PV coupled with GSHP allowing very low emissions due to excess generated electricity being used to reduce the dwellings non-heating electrical demands (assumed 50% of the surplus generated electricity) and therefore its related emissions. Solar thermal collectors can potentially increase emissions for GSHP due to its high COP and the comparison of grid emissions vs embodied emissions of solar thermal collectors. Whereas solar thermal can reduce the emissions from the lower efficiency DEH.

Biomass results are between ASHP and DEH groups, with similar OpEx and emissions to ASHP. However, the high CapEx of an automatically fed biomass boiler increases NPC in-line with the upper range of electrified heating technologies.

Across the range of hydrogen production methods, other than Grey Hydrogen boilers, the NPC for hydrogen boilers and fuel cells are the highest compared to other technologies due to the higher OpEx. Fuel cells are then significantly higher 20-year cost due to the shorter lifetime of the fuel cell at only 10 years coupled with the high CapEx. Although Grey Hydrogen boilers are economically competitive, there is a significant rise in emissions relative to natural gas boilers, due to the extra processing inefficiencies and the lack of CCS. Adding efficient an ideal CCS allows the theoretical Blue Hydrogen boilers to be at the lower range of emissions compared to other technologies, and without a high CapEx for the user, albeit with a high OpEx and NPC in-line with the highest electrified heating options. In addition to Electrolysed Hydrogen having a high NPC from its high OpEx, the emissions are also the highest, due to the emissions from grid electricity generation coupled with a low system efficiency for Electrolysed Hydrogen compared to electrified heating.

Fig. 5(b) shows the very low demand dwelling results. The lower annual heating demand reduces OpEx of the heating technologies and therefore puts more reliance on the CapEx in the lifetime costs. This shifts the optimum heating technology to Blue Hydrogen boilers and closely followed by DEH, when excluding Grey Hydrogen due to its inability to reduce emissions relative to the baseline. The use of ancillary technologies is also less viable as the CapEx of solar systems doesn’t decrease linearly to size.
To demonstrate how potential future reduced grid emissions may affect the emissions of heating technologies Fig. 5(c) plots the results for the average UK dwelling with grid emissions reduced to a targeted 2035 level. In turn this reduces the emissions from electrified heating options and Electrolysed Hydrogen. In this scenario heat pumps are now more noticeably the lowest emitting technologies with DEH slightly higher but now lower than Biomass and Blue Hydrogen. With future grid generated electricity being so low on emissions, the embodied emissions from solar technologies manufactured today (when divided across the lifetime of the technology) do not give an environmental advantage alongside electrified heating. Emissions from Electrolysed Hydrogen are also decreased to be on par with Blue Hydrogen; as also found by Ueckerdt et al. electricity generation needs to have high amounts of renewable energy for Electrolysed Hydrogen emissions to be competitive [4].

From reviewing the lowest cost technology over 20 years for the average and very low demand dwellings showed differences in the cost optimal solution. To expand on this Fig. 6 shows the histogram of annual heating demands by percentage of UK dwellings on the left axis, against the optimum cost technology over different time scales on the right axis. When comparing across 20 years approximately only the lower 13% of dwellings were suitable for DEH, for analysis at shorter durations significantly more dwellings optimise with DEH for the consumers with its lower CapEx. There is a similar trade off at higher demand dwellings and over longer time scales between ASHP and GSHP. A key point to highlight is that both break even lines level out at higher demands; this is due to the increased CapEx required for more thermally powerful heaters in higher heating demand dwellings. The increased CapEx is especially apparent for GSHP due to the installation of larger underground heat exchangers being a more substantial part of the cost.

Results shown can be used to identify incentives that may be required for each heating technology to make it economically viable compared to incumbent fossil fuel heaters. The x-axis of Fig. 4 demonstrating CapEx grants or technology cost reductions that may be required to reduce the gap to the gas boiler, and the y-axis differences showing the OpEx that could be discounted over the lifetime of the products or to quantify efficiency improvements required. The analysis finds electrified heating is generally the lowest cost and lowest emissions. Fig. 5 shows the emissions reduction potential of technologies, as the electricity grid may become decarbonised. Where solar technologies can have a positive impact with the current grid state of play but reduce their effectiveness with lower grid emissions. Although Blue Hydrogen, when commercially available, can reduce emissions straight away, Electrolysed Hydrogen is only effective as the grid becomes significantly decarbonised.

3.2. Effect of spatiotemporal variations on the optimum low-carbon heating technology

For determining how spatiotemporal variations can change the optimum heating system, maps are created to show the low-carbon heating technology combinations with the lowest 20-year NPC (excluding natural gas and Grey Hydrogen due to inability to reduce emissions) at each 0.5x0.5° longitude and latitude across the UK. Fig. 7 shows five maps each with different dwelling demands: (a) a very small dwelling; (b) a small demand dwelling; (c) an average dwelling; (d) a large dwelling, and (e) a very large demand dwelling. The optimum heating technology across the UK and for all different dwelling properties is predominantly electrified heating system, sometimes with the prime heater alone and sometimes coupled with PV.

In the average dwelling ASHP is mainly the optimum technology, where coupling with PV is preferred in England and Wales, but generally not in Scotland or Northern Ireland where there is less solar irradiance. GSHP does become preferable in the average home in the most inland and highest altitude areas where cold Winter temperatures increase heat demands and reduce ASHP efficiency. As dwelling heating demand increases for the large and very large dwellings more locations optimise with GSHP, from the inland and northern locations towards coastal and south areas where Winters are milder. With the increased heat demand also comes more coupling of PV as more generated electricity can be used and PV cost per installed capacity reduces with larger arrays possible on larger rooftop area of the larger dwellings.

Conversely, with 20-year analysis, in the small demand dwellings in nearly every UK location ASHP becomes preferable but without PV. The only exception being some locations in the South-west of England, with very mild Winters, where DEH becomes beneficial due to the low heating demand. Reducing demand to the very small dwelling shows more varied results, as DEH becomes more prominent, but then in the warmest locations Blue Hydrogen is also competitive due to its slightly lower CapEx than DEH. However, even in a very small dwelling when it is positioned in the coldest UK locations ASHP remains the preferred option.

Joining all the analysis together creates the technology landscape for low-carbon heating, showing how there is no single ideal technology and that it changes based on many factors. Based on lowest 20-year NPC methodology of low-carbon technologies only, the average demand dwelling optimises with ASHP, then ranks GSHP next, followed by DEH. For very low demand dwellings this changes to Blue H2 boilers, then DEH, followed by ASHP, and for high demand dwellings the preferred heater is GSHP, then ASHP and DEH. If optimising by lifetime emissions GSHP is the lowest for all demands considered, followed by Blue H2 then ASHP. However, as the electrical grid emissions reduce ASHP and DEH emissions become lower than Blue H2 emissions.

Optimum technologies shown in Fig. 7 are dependent on the inputs used in the framework. The most sensitive variable to altering the results is the cost of energy, where higher costs encourage more efficient technologies to be preferred and lower cost electricity makes lower CapEx DEH more economically favourable. Another key variable is the CapEx for the heat pumps and in particular for ground source heat pumps where cost variations can be substantial percentage of the NPC. Higher CapEx of heat pumps
causes more locations and dwellings to optimise over the 20-years with the lower CapEx DEH.

The spatiotemporal analysis for different dwelling variants shows some key take-away messages, electrified heating is generally economically preferrable among all low-carbon heating technologies considered, and the optimum technologies are dependent on the dwelling’s properties and its location. The addition of PV to an electrified heating system can be favourable over the lifetime but is dependent on the location and the dwellings heating demand.

4. Conclusion of low-carbon heating technologies

This paper presents a novel versatile framework that fills gaps in current studies, allowing greater understanding of the diverse range of low-carbon heating technologies and their potential when integrated and optimised with different energy sources, ancillaries, and tariffs. Highlighting both their economic and environmental performances from the consumers’ perspective. Taking the consumers’ perspective is critical for understanding what technologies may be taken up, instead of what technologies are desired for the network or national level. The framework also demonstrates how the viability of heating systems changes for different spatiotemporal and dwelling parameters, allowing consumers, network operators, and policy makers to determine the optimum NPC low-carbon heating technology system and to quantify what incentives may be required to select more efficient high investment technologies.

Each heating technology combination, with its optimised solar technology size, TES size, and tariffs is compared in terms of OpEx, CapEx, NPC, and emissions by completing heating simulations across the year at hourly resolution. A key trade-off is found between OpEx and CapEx: when optimised by 20-year NPC this highlights that high CapEx is required for an optimal solution of heat pumps in most dwellings, which is likely a limiting factor for many users. With decarbonisation of the electricity grid, electrified heating also reduces its emissions, and the coupling of solar technologies becomes less valuable in terms of emissions. Electrolised Hydrogen can produce low emissions but requires nearly complete grid decarbonisation to be competitive with Blue Hydrogen on emissions. All low-carbon heating technologies struggle against the economic competitiveness of current fossil fuel boilers which have low OpEx and CapEx. Future work could therefore consider the compromises and trade-offs found with hybrid heat pumps with gas boilers, with low emissions of heat pumps and low OpEx of gas boilers. Another area for development is the analysis of the sensitivity of the results on the tariff costs, which is particularly pertinent given the energy crisis causing higher energy costs. The OpEx or CapEx differences from a low-carbon heating technology to the baseline in the results can help to target technical improvements required by new technologies or incentives required to encourage uptake.

The versatility of the framework shows the effect of the changes in spatiotemporal and dwelling properties on the heating technologies. Most scenarios analysed found electrified heating as the optimum low-carbon heating technology. Average homes typically optimise with ASHP and high demand homes to prefer GHSP over 20-years. However, for lower demand dwellings, especially in more coastal and southern locations DEH and Blue Hydrogen boilers become optimum. The effectiveness of different heating technolo-
gies even across the small climate variations in the UK emphasises the importance of considering spatiotemporal and dwelling variations.

Alongside this, when analysis is completed over shorter timescales DEH also becomes a more preferential option for increasing heating demands. Not only may the high CapEx of heat pumps be a restricting factor for many consumers especially low-income households, but also the timescales needed for heat pumps to break even over DEH may far outweigh how long consumers are willing to wait to reap the benefits of their investment. In parallel, as thermal efficiency of dwellings improves from retrofitting and new housing standards, and global warming continues, dwelling heating demands reduce, and DEH becomes more competitive against heat pumps. This viability of DEH over ASHP for consumers has not been realised in current studies, which is a critical insight for larger network implications. The increased demand from DEH over ASHP would require substantially more electrical network capacity and generation, where ASHP uptake is already of concern for networks as highlighted by Love et al [5], and so mass uptake of DEH would not be desirable on larger regional and national levels. Careful consideration needs to be given to incentives in low-carbon technologies, as whilst reducing electricity costs alone relative to gas costs will benefit electrified heating and reduce the risk of fuel poverty in low-carbon heated dwellings, the lower electricity costs also shift towards DEH being preferred over ASHP.
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